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Season 49, Episode 59
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Ep. #12288



At the party, Henry is suspicious that Simon might have known Pilar from before. Simon covers and Katie buys it, but Henry has his doubts. Later, Katie finds Pilar with a knife to Snickers throat. Jessica and Doc have it out about what happened between them and are nearly discovered by Ben. Meanwhile, Tom is about to confront Margo, but his family interrupts. Margo senses something is wrong, but suspects it may just be her guilty conscience. A stunned Kim overhears Toms suspicions and confronts Doc. Meanwhile, Tom shocks the party by angrily telling Margo he knows what she has done. Jordan quiets the baby and has a bonding moment with Rosanna, but he and Paul are still at odds. Jordan makes it clear he wants to be a full-time father and Rosanna invites him to live at Fairwinds. To Paul and Jennifers surprise, he agrees and Jennifer and Paul insist they'll be spending a lot of time there, too. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 June 2004, 14:00
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